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To date, the Volvo S60 has already undergone many transformations, all aiming at maintaining
top performance in the changing times. When it was first released in , the Volvo S60 already had
the Geartronic Feature. After being in the market for five years, the Volvo S60 underwent a
major operation upgrade through the Continuously Controlled Chassis Concept or Four-C. This
is an advanced electronically-controlled chassis that can change into three modesâ€”Comfort,
Sport, or Advanced. The system also consists of high-tech shock absorbers that can adjust
times in just one second. Numerous sensors also housed the whole vehicle body in assisting
the Four-C operations. Safety is one of the top priorities of the Volvo S That is why come , it
showcased a new safety feature in the form of the Active Bi-Xenon Headlights. These headlights
are equipped with mini-processors which analyze different factors to allow the headlight
assembly to move together with the road curves. This technology also helps in illuminating a
longer part of the road ahead. In , the Volvo S60 took the extra mile in road safety by carrying
the Pedestrian Detection System. The system works with radar and camera technologies that
analyze the elements in front of the Volvo S Once something is detected and is predicted to
collide with the car, a warning will be heard. Upon no response from the driver, the system will
hit the brakes before the collision. The purpose of the system is to clean the air entering the
compartment for better breathing inside the vehicle. It worked with air quality sensor monitors
that close the air intake when high levels of toxic carbon monoxide from trucks or tunnels are
detected. Its Multifilter with active carbon makes it difficult for pollen, dusts, and exhaust
particles to enter the ventilation units. The Volvo S60 combines the sporty performance of the
compact S40 and the luxury of the larger S80 in a midsize sedan. Available in multiple trims with
different engine options, it also offers a dazzling array of amenities and features to make every
ride a memorable one. Winter can cool off the thrill you usually get from taking your Volvo S60
on the road. And the road salt that prevents ice from forming on the road can corrode any metal
parts it touches. Fortunately, you can take steps to get ready for the winter season. Give your
Volvo S60 the winter loving it deserves with the following tips:. Winter tires use special
materials and tread patterns with superior traction on slippery road surfaces like icy and
snow-covered roads. They may not last as long as all-season tires and make more noise, but
winter tires will keep you safe. If those mechanisms freeze, you may end up locked outside your
ride. To prevent freeze-ups, spray silicone lubricant on the door locks to keep them greased.
You must maintain good visibility when driving during snowfall and other bad winter conditions.
Components like the windshield wiper and the exterior lights make it easier to see the road
ahead. Get new windshield wiper blades before winter arrives. Use an ice scraper to clean the
glass without damaging the wiper blades. Check the headlights, fog lights, and tail lights to
make sure they all work. The wax will repel road salt from the protected surfaces. Once you
start driving over treated roads, wash your car frequently to get rid of road salt. Finally, install
floor mats inside your car if it lacks those coverings. The mats will block dirt and road salt on
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